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By Ellen Douglas

University Press of Mississippi, 1987. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect
Condition. A+ Customer Service! Summary: The fabulous illustrations of Walter Anderson brought
forth this brilliant retelling of twenty tales from world literature, a book first published in 1987 and
now back into print at the demand of appreciators of Ellen Douglas's fiction and of Anderson's art.
Here for a wide range of readers Douglas recounts fairy tales, classical stories, myths, and
adventure stories that inspired Anderson to create these enchanting pictures. Douglas's special gift
for storytelling weaves an alluring spell that is intensified by twenty-four of Anderson's most
spectacular works. These are reproduced in full color and are adapted from his linoleum block
prints of tremendous size (18 in. x 6 ft.) and hand colored by his niece Adele Anderson Lawton. This
indeed is a document of art's power to excite the imagination. What is the elusive quality in
narrative that draws out the illustrator's response? And the quality in illustration that compels the
teller of stories to elucidate? Just as great tales piqued Anderson to create these fantastical
pictures, his illustrations motivated Douglas to take them back to their source, the word. From the
Brothers...
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ReviewsReviews

These kinds of ebook is almost everything and got me to seeking ahead of time plus more. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge I discovered this
book from my i and dad advised this publication to learn.
-- Sonny Bergstrom-- Sonny Bergstrom

It is fantastic and great. It usually will not charge an excessive amount of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Modesto Mante-- Modesto Mante
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